lapping occurred, as each sheet was larg sufficient. The soils sheets included a map sketches, and one or two descriptive table tables were really elaborated, detailed legen included in tabular form a general descripti soils in each map unit, particular attenti given to the physical properties. Then, eit part of the same table or as a separate s engineering properties were described. In emphasis was placed upon soil features of interest to military engineers and purely ag information was omitted. Stress was laid u properties as texture and consistence, per and drainage, and depth. Engineering prop cluded density, void ratio, moisture retentio estimation of how the soil would react to wh and to compaction and stabilizing treatmen features which might have an important military activities were stressed.
• These maps and reports were of the r sance and detailed reconnaissance type. No tailed soil surveys were available in any of studied. Thus each map unit was commonl graphic or land use unit, including a comp sociated soils in a definite pattern. The mo survey would have been too detailed for m tary work.
In addition to the sheets dealing entirely w information obtained by application of so was incorporated into several other part folios. Engineering soils descriptions went airfields sheet and the roads sheet. Inform surface soil was the most important eleme treatment of "ground conditions" in the sh cerned with terrain and trafficability.
The application of soil science also aided mining the probable nature of rocks and u dated deposits when geological informatio adequate or doubtful. The soil scientists' f with crops and natural vegetation contribu description of that part of the terrain.
The work done by the teams overseas wa ly similar to that produced in Washington; there were a number of important differe stead of dealing with broad areas such as islands or whole countries, these terrain stu concerned with specific target areas and w for tactical planning, and often for pre briefing. Hence studies were done on la maps, commonly at Vio,ooo or 1 / 2S ,ooo', mor sis was placed on map details and descriptiv
